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Abstract— Mobile devices are evolving into powerful systems
due to recent advances in their communication, storage and
computation technologies. They are posed to play a key role in
providing a rich collaborative computing platform for various
applications. Most of these devices have the ability to form a
mobile cloud among themselves without relying on an existing
infrastructure making them useful in scenarios in which access
to infrastructure may not be feasible or expensive. In this paper
we present a collaborative computing mobile cloud that enables
a group of mobile devices to form an ad-hoc network and
advertise their capabilities as cloud services. The mobile cloud
capitalizes on locality through the use of a GPS-based hashing
technique and a hybrid routing algorithm that combines reliable
flooding with Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) to find the closest
node(s) that have the desired capabilities for task execution. We
evaluate the performance of our proposed mobile cloud through
extensive simulations and our results show the feasibility of our
proposed platform.

I. INTRODUCTION

Motivation: Recently, there has been a growing interest

in Mobile Clouds – clouds that are formed solely by the

mobile devices present in an environment without relying on

existing infrastructure [1]–[5]. Mobile clouds are envisioned

in scenarios where access to the infrastructure may not be

possible and/or efficient (e.g., natural disasters areas, heavily

crowded regions with limited connectivity, remote areas

in military operations, etc). The increase in the numbers,

capabilities and diversity of mobile devices are enabling

factors for establishing a collaborative computing platform

in which devices can share their resources (e.g., capabilities)

as cloud services among themselves.

Mobile clouds combine various research areas together

such as peer-to-peer networking, mobile ad-hoc routing,

and cloud computing to enable them to be realized in

practice. Recent efforts have focused on partitioning and

distributing the workload among the devices to attain cer-

tain properties such as load balancing, collocating tasks

for execution on a device and/or sharing a context among

nearby devices [2]–[4], [6]. Due to the ad-hoc nature of

the underlying connectivity of devices in mobile clouds,

nearby devices would be typically interested in a similar

computation/context/applicaiton. Consider, for example, a

mobile cloud formed by vehicles stuck in a highly congested

road segment with limited accessibility to the cellular infras-

tructure. The majority of them would be interested in finding

an alternate route and thus they can share the same “context”

among themselves without having each device access the

infrastructure individually. The locality in such settings plays

an important role that should be exploited by mobile clouds.

In this paper we present a collaborative computing mobile

cloud that enables a group of mobile devices to form an ad-

hoc network and advertise their capabilities as cloud services.

The advertisement of capabilities is done through a structured

peer-to-peer network (e.g., Chord [7]) that runs over the ad-

hoc physical network. To exploit locality, we use Distributed

Hash Tables (DHTs) in which a device’s ID in the hash

space is obtained using a prefix of interleaved code of its

Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates and a suffix of

random bits to reduce collisions. A hybrid routing algorithm

is devised that combines reliable flooding (over the ad-hoc

network) with routing over DHTs to find the closest node(s)

with the desired capabilities. Through finding and requesting

capabilities from nearby devices (if present), the number

of lookup messages and the number of hops traversed are

reduced. Furthermore, to ensure high availability, we study

the effect of having multiple responsible nodes to answer

queries about the capabilities present. This has the effect

of virtually dividing the hash space into smaller regions that

can be searched more efficiently. In our assessment, we study

the performance of different versions of our hybrid routing

algorithm on different metrics such as the average number of

lookup messages and the average number of hops traversed

until a response is received under different networks loads.

Our results show the feasibility of our proposed mobile cloud

computing platform.

Contributions: In this paper, we make following key con-

tributions:

• Present a mobile cloud which provides a collaborative

computing framework that enables mobile devices to

form an ad-hoc network based on their proximity and

advertise their capabilities as cloud services.

• Design a new hashing mechanism that utilizes the

latitude and longitude coordinates of a mobile device

for node ID assignment to induce congruity between

the physical and the overlay topologies.

• Develop a hybrid routing algorithm that balances be-

tween reliable flooding and Distributed Hash Tables

(DHT) to find device(s) with desired capabilities, giving

preferences to nearby ones.

• Evaluate the proposed framework through extensive

simulations under various traffic loads and conditions.

Paper organization: The paper is organized as follows:

Section II describes the related work. In Section III, we

present our system model, GPS-based hashing algorithm and

the hybrid routing protocol. We present our evaluation in
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Section IV followed by our conclusions in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we put our work in context with the

following three areas of research:

Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC): A significant amount

of work focused on mobile cloud computing as a mean to

offload computation to external servers in order to reduce

the workload on the mobile devices [8]–[10]. Mobile clouds

that only rely on devices present without access to the

infrastructure have also been proposed [2]–[4]. In [3], a col-

laborative computing framework is proposed in which jobs

are mapped for execution on nearby devices by considering

factors such as the requirements of the job, capabilities of

the devices, dependencies of the tasks, and adjacency of the

devices. In [2], a probabilistic code distribution model that

enables a mobile device to execute code segments on nearby

mobile devices has been proposed. In Transient Clouds [4],

task allocation based on capabilities of the devices in the

ad-hoc network is done in a centralized approach where

one device acts as a group leader due to the limitation of

Android Wi-Fi direct. This project expands on the above by

considering a completely ad-hoc network, taking into account

the capabilities of the devices and their physical proximity

to each other.

Mobile Ad-hoc Networks and Routing: Routing over a

mobile ad-hoc network is an area with a very large body

of research (e.g., DSR [11] and AODV [12] with all their

variants). Recently, there have been some work on specific

implementation of MANETs over Android devices. In An-

droid 4.0 APIs [13], Wi-Fi Direct enables devices to connect

among themselves without a wireless access point using a

cluster head. SPAN [14] presents “MANET Manager” app

for Android devices that enables the devices to form an

ad-hoc network based on transmission ranges. There is no

central administration, and Optimized Link State Routing

Protocol (OLSR) [15] is used as the routing protocol. In

OLSR, a Multi-Point Relay (MPR) is selected to flood

the topology information and only MPRs will forward the

Topology Control (TC) messages. This topology information

is used by the nodes to calculate the next hop destinations

to all the other nodes in the network. In this project, we also

use OLSR as a component in our hybrid routing protocol.

Location-aware Peer-to-Peer Networks: Many of the pro-

posed peer-to-peer networks (e.g., Chord [7]) can be adapted

to be location-aware. This is achieved by the careful selection

of the hashing function and the node ID structure. Location

can be part of the node ID hash space and thus nodes

close on the physical space can also be close in the overlay

space (low stretch factor). For example, Geo-Chord [16]

constructs the Chord ring based on geographical locations

in which the nodes are divided into different subregions

based on their Euclidean distances. The head node for each

subregion will make the main Chord ring. Subregion rings

are constructed based on an Euclidean distance matrix and a

hop distance matrix of the nodes in the network. Geo-Chord

is more suited for static networks than dynamic topologies

as the matrices will keep changing and the regions will

have to be re-divided accordingly. In this paper, we present

a hybrid routing algorithm that combines reliable flooding

and Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) to find the closest nodes

with the desired capabilities for task execution. Node IDs are

assigned using an interleaved hashing function that ensure a

low stretch factor.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. System Model

We consider an ad-hoc mobile cloud that is composed

of m devices in a geographically constrained region. We

let D denote the set of devices in the network, D =
{d1, d2, ..., dm}. We let C denote the set of capabilities,

C = c1, c2, ..., cn, where n represents the total number

of distinct capabilities. Any device, di, will have a set of

capabilities, cdi
, such that cdi

⊆ C. We let λ denote the

average arrival rate of devices and β denote the average

time devices spend in the network (i.e., ON period). At

any particular time t, the devices whose ON period range

includes t, are said to be active devices in the network and

their capabilities are provided as cloud services. Figure 1

shows an example of a capability matrix in which capabilities

are represented as columns and active devices as rows. In this

example, d2 is active and it has capabilities c3, and c4 but

does not have c1, c2, or c5. d2 can use d1, d3 or d6 to execute

tasks that require capability c1 by offloading the task to one

of those devices. Devices and their capabilities are hashed

into a structured peer-to-peer network (e.g., Chord) and the

capability matrix is stored in a Distributed Hash Table (DHT)

that is maintained among all the devices. Figure 2 illustrates

our local overlay mobile cloud at an instant with 6 active

devices. Each device maintains a part of the DHT as shown

in Figure 2 for devices d2 and d6. Throughout this paper,

we consider a Chord network, but our approach would work

with any structured peer-to-peer network.

Fig. 1. Capability matrix.

B. Interleaved-Hashing

When a device joins the network, its node ID is assigned

based on its location. We assume that each device knows

its GPS coordinates. Indoor devices can get an estimate of

their location using various Wifi localization strategies (e.g.,

[17]). The node ID structure is composed of two parts: a

location prefix and a random bits suffix. The location prefix

is obtained through interleaving the binary representation

(without the floating point) of the latitude and longitude



Fig. 2. Local overlay-based mobile cloud.

coordinates of the device. In Figure 3 we illustrate the

interleaving where X denotes the longitude value and Y

denotes the latitude value . This ensures that the physical

topology is efficiently embedded into the hash space. The

random suffix reduces hashing collisions in scenarios in

which two nodes – say on two different floors in a building

– have the same GPS coordinates. These nodes will spread

out in the hash space to neighboring locations.

Fig. 3. Interleaved representation of location.

To decide on the number of bits allocated to the prefix

and the suffix, we need to consider the maximum number of

bits required to represent the latitude and longitude values

based on some precision. If we consider 1 meter precision –

which is good enough for tracking mobile devices – we will

need to consider up to 5 digits after the decimal point for the

coordinates. The maximum value for the latitude is 180 and

for which we need 8 bits and the maximum longitude value

is 360 and for which we need 9 bits. For the fraction part,

we need a maximum of 53 bits when 5 digits are considered

(a total of 123 bits to implement the interleaving). If fewer

bits are required for the representation, the most significant

bits of the integral parts and the least significant bits in the

fractional part will be 0’s.

C. Routing Requests for Capabilities

A nodes that wishes to execute a capability that it does

not have must be able to find a node on the mobile cloud

that would provide it. The conventional way of searching on

the ad-hoc network is flooding which we describe first, and

then we discuss a modified routing scheme over Chord.

Sequence Number Controlled Flooding (SNCF) [18] is a

form of reliable flooding in which packets are flooded into

the network until they reach all the nodes. The packets are

dropped by a node based on sequence numbers, time-to-live

(TTL) field and who the sender is (e.g., a node will not

forward a packet back to the sender). In our case, a node

would also stop the flooding process if it has the required

capability. Flooding consumes a considerable amount of

bandwidth, as well as wastes CPU cycles and power for

the devices. With flooding, popular capabilities will likely

be found more quickly whereas rare capability would take

more time.

Fig. 4. Modified Chord.

With Chord, devices in the physical topology are mapped

onto the virtual Chord ring, and each node’s ID is assigned

using a hash value (e.g., SHA-1). In our modified Chord,

each node’s ID is assigned using the interleaved hashing

method such that the overlay topology becomes congruent

with the physical topology. A key associated with a capability

is obtained from the same hash function and is mapped onto

the node with the smallest ID greater than or equal to the key

(i.e., the successor node). For each distinct capability in the

network, one node will be identified as the responsible node.

A responsible node for a particular capability maintains the

list of the nodes that can execute the capability. A single

node can be responsible for multiple capabilities.

To identify whether a particular capability is present in the

network, the node will hash the capability ID and a lookup

message is sent to the node with highest ID less than or equal

to the hashed value in its finger table. If the node hash ID is

equal to the hash value, or the hash value falls between that

nodes hash ID and its successor hash ID, then the packet

reached its destination node. If not, the node will forward

the packet to the highest ID less than or equal to the hashed

value in its finger table and so on until the packet reaches its

destination node. If the destination node is the responsible

node for that capability, then its list is updated with the new

node and acknowledgment is sent to the source node. If not,

the node will forward the lookup packet to its successor node

on the overlay and so on. If the initial destination node (i.e.,

the node with highest ID less than or equal to the hashed

value) received the lookup message again, that means the

capability does not exist in the network, and that node will

send a response to the node that raised the lookup.

To efficiently lookup a key, every node with ID i will build

and maintain a finger table to other nodes with up to p fingers

from (i+2k) mod 2p where k is an integer (0 ≤ k ≤ p) as

shown in Figure 4. A node will have most of its fingers in

the forward direction (i.e., clockwise direction) and they are



spaced by a power of 2 factor. Figure 4 shows the finger table

what maintains Node IDs and IP addresses and capability

responsible table that maintains the corresponding capable

node IDs. Nodes leaving the ring and packet formats are

achieved in the same manner as in Chord [7].

D. Hybrid Routing Protocol

Flooding is the fastest way to find a highly replicated

capability whereas DHTs would preform better in finding

rare capabilities. To take advantage of both, we present a

hybrid routing protocol. There are some existing works [19]–

[22] that proposed the use of hybrid routing protocols. In

these protocols, the selection of the routing mechanism is

based on the popularity of the resources as collected by

some nodes (e.g., ultrapeers). Depending on the popularity

of certain capabilities, a node may choose between one of

those methods. If, however, this information is not available,

we propose a hybrid routing protocol that works as follows:

when a request for a capability is raised, we flood the query

with a limited TTL to hear the reply quickly if the capability

is highly replicated and one of the capable node is within

the specified number of hops, and in parallel, we issue the

lookup over the DHT. The query packet will be flooded

only up to a certain number of hops so that the bandwidth

usage will be reduced. If the source node finds the capable

node by flooding before hearing back from the responsible

node, it will not process the list of nodes obtained from

the responsible node which will reduce the computation and

the number of messages generated. By issuing a query in

parallel, there will be message overhead from both protocols

but the average lookup time will be better as we are taking

advantage of flooding to search for the popular capabilities

and DHT for finding the rare ones.

E. Multiple responsible nodes

As the size of the network grows, the number of hops

to find a responsible node can be high which increases the

average response time and the number of lookup messages.

Moreover, the Chord lookup process is not symmetric as

the number of fingers to nodes in the first half of the ring

(i.e., to the nodes in the forward direction) is more than the

number of fingers to the nodes in the second half (i.e., to

the nodes in the backward direction). So, if the responsible

node is closer to the requested node in the forward direction,

it can be reached in less number of overlay hops than if the

responsible node was in the backward direction. To decrease

the average response time and to ensure high availability,

the responsible nodes are replicated by dividing the hash

space into regions and picking one responsible node from

each region. The number of regions is expected to be a

configuration parameter which would be based on the net-

work size. The number of responsible nodes can be decided

algorithmically (e.g., dividing the nodes in the network into

clusters periodically and picking the responsible nodes from

each cluster). We plan to explore methods for setting this

parameter dynamically in the future, but our results show

the impact of this number.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section we present simulation results for assessing

the performance of our proposed mobile cloud platform.

A. The setup

We consider a mobile cloud in an area that is 100 meters

by 100 meters. The GPS coordinates of the devices are gen-

erated uniformly at random in that range. The transmission

range of each device was set to 30 meters. Devices join the

network according to a Poisson distribution. We varied the

average arrival rate λ to be 1 device/10 min, 1 device/7 min, 1

device/5 min, 1 device/2 min and 1 device/min. The devices’

ON period follows a Pareto distribution with an exponent of

0.83. This heavy-tailed distribution is usually observed in

P2P networks in which few devices stay for long periods

of time while the majority leave over short intervals. We

held the average ON period to 5 minutes, corresponding to

a departure rate of 1 device every 5 min. Each device is

assigned a random number capabilities in the range [0,4].

We assigned capabilities to devices following a uniform

distribution and Zipf’s distribution. Zipf’s distribution is

used to reflect that many capabilities are highly replicated

and few of them are rare. We used 1 as the exponent in

Zipf’s distribution so that every capability occurs at least

once in the network. Each node in the network will raise a

random number of lookup requests (i.e. tasks) in the range

[0,2] uniformly at random. We report on results generated

between the first node’s departure and the last node’s arrival

to account for a stable network. All experiments are repeated

5 independent runs and the results are averaged.
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Fig. 5. Average number of lookup hops under uniform (top) and Zipfs
(bottom) distributions.

B. Interleaved Hashing

Figure 5 shows the effect of our interleaved hashing

method in comparison to SHA-1 on the average number of

lookup hops traversed under different capability distributions

(uniform top and Zipf’s bottom). With interleaved hashing,

there is 40% decrease in the average number of lookup

hops under the uniform distribution and 33% decrease under

Zipf’s distribution. Interleaved hashing outperforms SHA-1

as the arrival rate increases.
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Fig. 6. Average number of lookup hops traversed under uniform (left) and Zipf’s (right).
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Fig. 7. Average number of messages generated under uniform (left) and Zipf’s (right).
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Fig. 8. Average number of lookup hops traversed under uniform (left) and Zipf’s (right) with multiple responsible nodes.

C. Hybrid Routing Protocol

We have experimented with different versions of our

hybrid routing algorithm. The following is the list of methods

we compare between: (1) DHTS - Chord DHT with a single

responsible node for each capability, (2) DHTM (n) - Chord

DHT with Multiple (n) responsible nodes for each capability,

(3) FDHTS Hybrid algorithm when flooding and DHTS are

run in serial (flooding till the specified number of lookup

hops and if the capable node is not found, the query is

issued in DHT), (4) FDHTS Parallel Hybrid algorithm

when flooding and DHTS are run in parallel, (5) FDHTM

Hybrid algorithm when flooding and DHTM are run in serial,

(6) FDHTM Parallel Hybrid algorithm when flooding and

DHTM are run in parallel, and (7) Flooding.

Figure 6 shows the average number of lookup hops under

uniform (left) and Zipf’s (right) capability distributions. In

flooding, we limited the TTL to 2 hops and we considered

only 2 responsible nodes whenever multiple responsible

nodes are considered. In general, the hybrid versions per-

form better than issuing the query in DHT. This difference

increases as the the load on the network increases. When the

arrival rate is just above twice the departure rate, the average

number of lookup hops under FDHTMS is 30% less than

DHTM when capabilities are uniformly distributed and 20%

less when capabilities follow Zipf’s distribution. The average

number of lookup hops with the hybrid parallel protocol is

less than all protocols (clearly except flooding) under all

network load. For example, under high load (λ = 1), we

can see a decrease of 50% with FDHTM Parallel compared

to DHTM under uniform and 37% decrease under Zipf’s

distribution.

With hybrid parallel routing protocols, the response time



(average number of hops traversed) is decreased but there

will be an increase in the number of messages generated

per request. Figure 7 shows the average total number of

lookup messages generated to resolve a request. In this

figure, floodingOrg counts the number of messages generated

until a response is received by the requester. We can see

that under the hybrid parallel protocol (FDHTM Parallel),

the average number of lookup messages is higher than

DHTM and lower than flooding. Under high load (λ = 1),

the parallel protocols achieve 50% decrease in the average

number of messages generated when compared to flooding

with a uniform capability distribution and 52% decrease with

Zipf’s distribution.

D. Multiple Responsible Nodes

We studied the impact of the number of responsible nodes

so that nodes can find closer responsible nodes to reduce the

average number of lookup hops. Figure 8 shows the average

number of lookup hops with varying number of responsible

nodes. In general, the average number of lookup hops may

decrease by having more than one responsible node when

the network is spread out and large enough to uniformly

occupy the chord space as we divide the entire hash space

into regions. When the capabilities are assigned to devices

following the uniform distribution, and under low load, the

number of responsible nodes does not make a difference in

the average number of lookup hops. As the average arrival

rate increases, having more than one responsible node will

decrease the average number of lookup hops. There is a

diminishing return effect in adding more responsible nodes.

Due to the relative small size of the network considered,

we found that increasing the number of responsible nodes

beyond two does not decrease the average response time

further. It is worth noting that under Zipf’s distribution, there

is a higher chance of not finding a certain capability in some

cases. These cases would incur the same cost irrespective of

the the number of responsible nodes in the network.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a collaborative computing

mobile cloud that allows a group of mobile devices to

form an ad-hoc network and advertise their capabilities as

cloud services over an overlay network. The mobile cloud

capitalizes on locality that is achieved through the inter-

leaved hashing method of the devices’ coordinates to induce

congruity between the physical and the overlay topology.

Hybrid protocols are devised that combine the benefits of

flooding and hash-based lookups in DHTs. We evaluated

the performance of our mobile cloud through simulation

experiments in which we considered variants of hybrid

protocols. Depending on the parameters used, we showed

how these variants tradeoff between bandwidth (captured by

the number of messages generated) and time (captured by

the number of hops traversed).
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